ABSTRACT
There are different strategies to integrate software systems: integration on the data layer, on the business logic layer, and on the user interface layer. The latter area, recently gaining attention by the rising popularity of Web 2.0 mashups, can benefit heavily from formal models and ontologies. In this paper, we argue why integration on the user interface level requires formal semantics. We present a framework using ontologies for user interface integration and discuss the relevant research tasks and links to related research fields.
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INTRODUCTION
Software applications are typically built in three layers: the data layer, the business logic layer, and the user interface layer. Therefore, three integration approaches can be identified: integrating on the data layer (and developing a common business logic and UI), integrating on the business logic layer (and developing a common UI), and integrating on the UI layer [6] (see Fig. 1).

The latter has two important advantages: From an engineering point of view, existing UIs can be reused, thus increasing the overall degree of reuse, and modularization is facilitated [18]. From a usability point of view, users do not have to learn new UIs [17].

Integration on the user interface layer results in an integrated system, consisting of individual applications, whose UI as well as business logic and data layer (or a subset thereof) are preserved. The different applications behave as if they would in a non-integrated system. In addition, cross-application interactions are possible, such as highlighting related information in different applications, or dragging and dropping objects from one application to another. Therefore, the integrated system is more than the sum of its parts. Common UI integration approaches, such as portals and mash-ups, have drawbacks and limitations when it comes to developing such interactions: they require manual coding in languages such as JavaScript which in most cases creates dependencies between the individual applications, thus contradicting the idea of a modular system and complicating system maintenance (e.g. by exchanging components) [6].

WHY FORMAL SEMANTICS ARE NEEDED
In integrated systems, applications need to react to events that take place in other applications. UI integration approaches are thus most commonly developed based on event exchange mechanisms, where different variants exist, such as centrally-mediated or component-to-component communication [6]. Without a sophisticated event processing approach, those mechanisms create dependencies between the integrated user interface components: applications rely on events of a certain type to happen, and specialized code is written to react to that sort of event. Thus, when one of the integrated application is exchanged for another one, the reacting application needs to be adapted as well (see Fig. 2(a)). Therefore, the principle of modularity is violated.

Furthermore, an event message which is sent from one application to another has to be understood by the receiving application, and this understanding has to be mutual for the sender and the receiver. This raises the question: “How do we capture the meaning of an event?” A common model for the contents of the event
Figure 2. Different variants of implementing event based processing in integrated user interfaces. Without annotations, when one application is exchanged for another, the event processing code has to be altered every time a new application is added. With annotations and rules, event processing can be centrally handled, with the code for producing and receiving events. The unified code for handling events is then only necessary when an application is exchanged for another. The code is adjusted by the rules, and events are handled centrally based on annotations. As a result, applications can be exchanged without altering the event processing code.

As well as its metadata, such as time and place, is required [21] to semantically *annotate* the events. In the semantic web community, ontologies are a well-researched mechanism which can be used to annotate e.g. data sources and web services [5, 10].

Ontologies defining the possible types of events, the objects that may be contained therein, and the components which can send and receive those events, can provide a formal model for information exchange between integrated applications. Events as well as applications and their components can then be annotated by using those ontologies, thus providing a mutual understanding of the applications to be integrated and the messages they send to each other. Event processing rules evaluating those annotations can be used to build more modular integrated user interfaces, since they dispose the need for adjusting event processing code upon changes in other integrated parts (see Fig. 2(b)).

Therefore, we propose using ontologies to create formal descriptions of UIs, which can be used in UI integration to provide the basis for a mutual understanding of exchanged messages and pave the way to modular integrated user interfaces [17, 18].

**AN ONTOLOGY OF THE DOMAIN OF USER INTERFACES AND INTERACTIONS**

For describing and understanding an event, information such as the following are necessary:

- What sort of action caused the event?
- Which information objects are involved in the action?
- Which component was the action performed with?
- Who performed the action?

Some additional information might become necessary when formulating rules for event processing as shown in Fig. 2(b):

- Is a reacting component (i.e. a receiver for the triggered event) available?
- In which state is that component (e.g. activated)?
- Do any domain specific constraints hold on the objects involved in an action?

These questions can be used to derive the necessary core concepts of the required ontology or ontologies [9]. In our approach, we have chosen to use three types of ontologies (see Fig. 3) [18]:

- An ontology of the domain of user interfaces and interactions defines basic concepts such as interactive components, actions, and information objects (see below).
- An ontology of the integrated application’s real world domain (such as banking, travel, etc.) defines the real world concepts represented by the information objects the application deals with.
Based on these domain-level ontologies, one application-level ontology per integrated application is developed, defining the UI components and interactions of this UI by extending the base concepts from the user interfaces and interactions ontology, as well as the information objects that this UI uses.

While the UI and interactions domain ontology is part of the framework, the real world domain ontology is not, and there are no links between them. Therefore, our framework can be used to develop integrated systems for different real world domains by using an (existing or custom-built) real world domain ontology. All application ontologies use the two domain-level ontologies to describe the individual applications and their capabilities. Thus, the domain level provides the common ground and background knowledge upon which the application ontologies are defined.

The application ontologies also contain integration rules, which are used to facilitate an intelligent event processing mechanism, as described above. Following the Event-Condition-Action (ECA) pattern, those rules use concepts from the different ontologies to define the events triggering an interaction, the conditions under which those interactions are possible, and the actions (i.e., new events) to be triggered within an interaction.

Fig. 4 shows an excerpt of the ontology of the user interfaces and interactions domain. Each integrated application consists of several (potentially nested) interactive components and supports certain interactions. Each interaction has a trigger and an effect, each of which can be either a user action or a system action (at the moment, we do not further distinguish the individual users or system components who have actually performed the action), which are further classified (not shown in the figure) into different user actions (such as drag, drop, select, etc.) and system actions (such as highlight, hide, delete, etc.). Each action can involve one or more information objects, which represent things in the real world.

It is important to notice that this modeling approach distinguishes things in the real world and information objects in the system (the first being represented by the latter), which is necessary for accurately describing the system functionality, but often neglected.

**PROTOTYPE FRAMEWORK**

We have developed a prototype of an integration framework for showing the feasibility of UI integration based on ontologies, based on Java and the OntoBroker reasoner. Fig. 5 shows the basic architecture of our integration framework. The application ontologies of each integrated application – which can be implemented in Java as well as in other technologies, such as Adobe Flex – are evaluated at run-time: When an event occurs, such as a select action performed by a user, an event annotated with the respective concepts in the ontologies is sent to the ontology processing unit. It reads the event, uses the reasoner to compute the reactions that have to be performed by other applications, and notifies them with new events (such as a command for highlighting information objects related to the one selected by the user).

On the implementation level, every application may use its own class model for handling data, and the original information objects involved in an action are sent along with the corresponding event. Those information objects have to be annotated with elements from the real world domain ontology, so the reasoner and other applications can analyze and process those objects correctly. Annotations of information object classes and their attributes are stored in a repository.
RESEARCH TASKS

From our previous work in user interface integration, we have identified three central research tasks which are relevant for the research community concerned with semantic and model-driven user interfaces.

First and foremost, a framework for semantic models of user interfaces which is versatile enough to cover the vast variety of user interfaces, from WIMP to tangible UIs, is needed. Such a framework is also necessary for model-driven UI development: In both cases, an adequate modeling depth and level of detail have to be determined, and both areas would benefit from standardized semantic models for user interfaces. Reverse engineering mechanisms turning existing user interfaces into models would also be desirable (yet probably utopian for the near future, at least in a generic fashion).

Second, we employ reasoning on user interfaces at runtime. There are other approaches where run-time reasoning can be employed, such as UI personalization and adaptation, or implementing context-sensitive interactions. In UI programming, the reactivity of the resulting UI is a paramount criterion, which poses significant performance and scalability challenges to the use of ontology reasoners. First experiments with different performance optimization strategies show that our framework can guarantee an acceptable performance way below the “magical” two seconds [15, 20].

Third, semantic models may also be employed to provide intelligent user assistance. We have shown the example of highlighting relevant drop locations and augmenting them with tooltips [18]: whenever a user drags an object, the corresponding drop locations are highlighted, and tooltips indicate what would happen if the user dropped the object there. The same integration rules as discussed above are evaluated for generating the user assistance. Here, research tasks such as intuitive visualizations and/or verbalizations of ontologies and rules have to be addressed.

RELATED WORK

The need for formal models for user interface integration has been pointed out in [22], where the authors name four requirements for those formal models: they are supposed to be simple, formal, human readable, and modular. While simplicity lies in the eye of the beholder, ontologies meet at least the other three criteria.

A universal approach using ontologies for user interface integration has not yet been presented. There have been examples for employing ontologies in portal and mashup development [2], which help showing related data in different applications at the same time. Another approach shows how data links can be established for automatic form-filling [7]. Unlike in the approach presented in this paper, these examples are restricted to data visualization and form-filling, i.e. no further cross-application interactions are possible.

There are several fields related to user interface integration in which ontologies are successfully employed. Ontologies may be used to capture and track the requirements in user interface engineering [8], and as input models to code generators for automatic generation of user interface code [14]. Furthermore, they may be used to develop repositories for annotated components and patterns to assist the UI developer [11, 12].

SUMMARY

The integration of user interfaces by using ontologies is an important and promising area of application for formal models in user interfaces. Like for other areas, two main ingredients are needed: precise formal models, and high-performance implementations of semantic processing mechanisms that scale up to larger integrated UIs. As integration requires an unambiguous and mutually understood information exchange between the integrated applications, semantic annotation of the exchanged information is essential.

The UI integration framework described in this paper has been successfully used for building the integrated emergency management platform SoKNOS, where twelve applications addressing different tasks in emergency response have been integrated on the user interface level [19]. In the SoKNOS project, an ontology for the real world domain of emergency response has been developed, which is used for the application ontologies and their integration rules [4].
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